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Antimicrobial and
antibacterial Ortholite sock
liners and moisture-wicking
inners keep your feet dry.
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The men’s version costs
the same and is just as
fetching, but it weighs
a bit more (408 g).
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If you’ll be back before
sunset you can get
away with low-cut
trail shoes or even
a hard-core pair
of sandals.
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Four Velcro
straps ensure
you get a
snug fit.

This is a seriously tough sandal. It’s
breathable and water-friendly,
so it’s good for fishing, river
scrambling or even a beach hike
like the Strandloper Trail. The soles
are thicker and scarier than those
on any of the boots tested, but
they’re also heavier.
My only complaint is the front
strap, which was prone to col
lapsing. It made my big toe poke
out. You’ll also get a mean strop tan,
but you wouldn’t be buying hiking
sandals if fashion was your thing.
R400 at Trappers and other
independent outdoor stores
rockysa.co.za
gomag.co.za

2 Hi-Tec Trail Blazer
The Trail Blazer is similar to the
Columbia Northbend (also in this
section), but it’s better suited to
people with wide feet. My feet are
quite narrow so I had to wear thick
socks to get a comfy fit.
There’s more mesh on the Trail
Blazer than on the Northbend,
making it good for summer hiking
when your feet may get wet. But
the sole is less advanced and the
Trail Blazer is 100 g heavier per
shoe than the Northbend.
All in all, it’s a stylish, solid
everyday takkie that can handle
the odd weekend walk.
R800 at Hi-Tec hi-tecdirect.co.za

3 Columbia Northbend
Columbia footwear is built to
last. The Northbend Leather is no
exception and it looks good, too.
The upper is a combination of mesh
and leather on the high-wear areas.
This increases breathability and
reduces overall weight.
The low ankle also keeps the
weight down, but the shoes don’t
provide much support as a result.
You wouldn’t want to wear these if
you’re carrying a heavy pack. That
said, the Techlite midsoles and
high-traction outsoles are up for
any challenge.
R900 at Columbia
columbiasportswear.co.za

4 Keen Marshall
This is a good-looking trail shoe for
both men and women (the women’s
version is pictured). Keen isn’t a
very well-known brand in South
Africa (yet), but they have a good
reputation in the US.
The Marshall is a lightweight,
fully synthetic shoe with a roomy
toe box, allowing for the swelling
that naturally occurs during a hike.
The midsole is thinner than other
shoes in this category, but it doesn’t
seem any less comfortable. If you
want the waterproof version, it costs
R200 more.
R1 100 at Cape Union Mart
capeunionmart.co.za
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The Quicklace
system means you’ll
have to think of
another reason for
stopping halfway up
Platteklip Gorge.

1

WEEKEND
HIKES

This double
stitching will
never give way.

If you’ll be hiking for more
than a day you’ll probably
want some ankle support.
But if you find boots
restrictive, consider the
Merrell Chameleon.
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SERIOUS
HIKES

Vibram is the most
trusted name in
4x4 soles.

1 Freestyle Walker
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2 Hi-Tec Galloway
The Galloway is a well-made, nononsense women’s boot with a
genuine leather upper, rustproof
hardware and lots of ankle support.
The outsole might be robust, but
because it’s not made from highspec materials, it adds some weight
to the boot.
The Galloway doesn’t have
a waterproof lining so I’d advise
treating it with Nikwax or similar.
If it does get wet, the same rules
apply for all leather boots: Take
out the inner sole (if possible) and
allow the boot to dry in a cool,
well-ventilated spot – not in the
sun or near a heat source.
R900 at Hi-Tec hi-tecdirect.co.za
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3 Wolverine Spencer
The Spencer is one of the cheaper
waterproof boots on the local
market. Although it doesn’t have
a dinkum Gore-Tex lining, the
Wolverine brand equivalent has
a fairly good reputation. (See Ant
Hall’s comments on p 82 before you
decide to buy a waterproof boot.)
The Spencer is quite bulky
and it’ll also make you a few
inches taller. It’s got a wide toe
box, though, which is rigid and
well protected. Its weight means
that it’s not a speedster, but for
moderate hiking on a good trail
it will do the trick.
R900 at Sportsmans Warehouse
sportsmanswarehouse.co.za

4 Merrell
Chameleon II Slam
My family laughed at me when
I walked into the house wearing
these shoes. They had a point. My
feet looked like those horrific snakebite pictures – all red and swollen.
But laugh all you like. These
shoes are comfortable, hardwearing and lightweight. They don’t
have a significantly higher cut than
the shoes in the day-hike section,
but they offer much more support.
They’re also treated with Aegis
Microbe Shield to protect against
odour and deterioration caused
by bacteria and fungi.
R1 100 at Cape Union Mart
capeunionmart.co.za

These boots all offer ample
ankle support and have
waterproof linings. They’ll
keep your feet dry and warm
on the Amatola or the
slopes of Kili.
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The Walker makes me want to
dig out my floppy hat, my fraying
Karrimor backpack and a packet of
Provitas. These old-school boots are
handmade in Cape Town – you can
specify the colour of the leather and
the type of sole you want.
Off the shelf, the leather uppers
are quite rigid, which means you’ll
have to put some time into walking
them in. Once you’ve done this, you
should have a blister-free fit.
The sole I tried was as tough as
a tractor tyre and the boot was well
made. Buy a pair and you’ll own
them for a very long time.
R880 at Freestyle
freestylesa.co.za
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1 Hi-Tec Altitude V
This is the boot Hi-Tec is most proud
of. The most impressive spec is the
weight: Unlike the other Hi-Tecs
tested, the Altitude V is fast and
nimble – good for covering long
distances. It’s waterproof and it has
decent ankle support, plus it has
brass hardware, moisture-wicking
Ortholite inner soles and an allleather upper.
It’s good enough for all but
the most serious hiker. If you’re
half mountain goat, consider the
Zamberlan or La Sportiva boots,
which are both better built. But be
prepared to pay double the price…
R1 200 at Hi-Tec
hi-tecdirect.co.za
gomag.co.za

2 Salomon X Tiana Mid WP
Salomon was born in the French
Alps almost 60 years ago and the
brand has been at the forefront of
outdoor footwear ever since.
The X Tiana for women is a
piece of engineering wizardry. It’s
the lightest shoe on test, the upper
and the sole are robust and it looks
great, too. It costs a pretty penny,
but if you’re looking for something
that combines the ankle support of
a boot with the comfort and weight
of a running shoe, this is the ticket.
It might not last as long as a
leather boot, but it will still give
you hundreds of kilometres of joy.
R1 800 at Cape Union Mart
capeunionmart.co.za
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3 La Sportiva Tibet
La Sportiva and Zamberlan are
part of a select group of Italian
bootmakers from the Dolomite
Mountains, widely regarded as the
world’s best cobblers. The Tibet is
the heaviest boot tested, but it also
offers the most support. It has a
one-piece nubuck upper, Gore-Tex
lining, Vibram soles, brass hardware
and a removable inner sole.
When you first try it on it feels
quite rigid, but this sensation
goes away in minutes (unlike the
Freestyle Walker). Don’t do the Otter
the day after you buy them, but
they won’t require much walking in.
R2 500 at Cape Union Mart
capeunionmart.co.za

4 Zamberlan Trail Lite GT
The Trail Lite has much in common
with the Tibet: single-piece leather
upper, solid brass hardware, Vibram
soles and Gore-Tex lining.
There are differences, too: The
Trail Lite has a lower ankle and it’s
a shorter shoe (front to back) in the
same size. It weighs 100 g less per
shoe and is more comfortable on
the day of purchase. In my opinion,
it’s the better looking of the two.
It comes down to the shape of
your foot. Whichever you choose,
rest assured that the rand-perkilometre value of both obliterates
the competition.
R3 275 at Drifters
rammountain.co.za
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Nikwax cleaning products
Dirt and bacteria will shorten the
lifespan of your boots, which is
why it’s important to keep them
clean. The Nikwax range includes
conditioners and waterproofers
for leather, suede and nubuck, a
cleaning gel for synthetic waterproof
shoes and even a sandal wash.
R50 – R60 at most outdoor stores
rammountain.co.za

Falke socks
Falke has a very comprehensive hiking
range. If you like to double-sock it
when you’re hiking, get a pair of ultrathin, moisture-wicking Falke Drynamix
Liners and wear them under a pair of
Falke Coolmax Hikers.
The set pictured here is for women,
but Falke makes the same for gents.
R40 (liner) R45 (sock) at Cape Union
Mart capeunionmart.co.za

Bridgedale socks
Bridgedale is another brand that’s
serious about socks. Both the beige
women’s Comfort Summit and the
green men’s Comfort Summit contain
a blend of Coolmax, merino, nylon and
Lycra fibres for wicking, cushioning
and warmth. The Rolls-Royce of socks.
R115 per pair at most outdoor
stores adventureinc.co.za

Sea To Summit
Tumbleweed gaiter
This small gaiter will keep thorns,
sticks and pebbles out of trail shoes
and low boots, but I found it a bit
tricky to get on over serious boots. It’s
not waterproof or particularly rugged.
R290 at most outdoor stores
adventureinc.co.za

Black Diamond
Frontpoint gaiter
This Gore-Tex-lined beast is designed
for ice-climbing so it’s overkill for most
South African conditions. That said, it’s
really easy to put on and extremely
comfortable to wear. Black Diamond
also makes the slightly less hard-core
Talus gaiter (R499), which is probably
a better bet than the Tumbleweed.
R899 at Drifters rammountain.co.za
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my stuff
Ant Hall works in the financial
services industry and he’s a qualified
hiking and rock-climbing guide.
He’s climbed in Patagonia and
Antarctica, but he’s still happiest
exploring the forgotten parts of the
southern Cederberg with his mates.
I never travel without… First Ascent fleece tights and top, and a Cape
Storm or Rab rain suit. I carry this stuff even in the heat of summer – the
weather can change quickly, especially high up in the mountains after dark.
Favourite hiking shoes… I’ve got more shoes than Imelda Marcos, but I do
have a few favourites. In general I prefer “approach” shoes: low-cut and strong
with minimal padding, designed to be nimble on difficult ground. I find that
ankle-length boots put unnecessary strain on my knees – my weak link.
I’ve had great experiences with the following shoes: Montrail D7 (no
longer produced), Merrell Axis, Five Ten Camp Four and Garmont Dragontail.
Different brands tend to be shaped for different feet, so stick with a brand
you’ve been happy with.
Think twice… Although I’m a huge fan of Gore-Tex-lined shoes for wintery
or wet conditions, they’re not much use in summer. They’ll just make your
feet sweat more and you’ll be uncomfortable.

WISH LIST
Like a GoPro, the Garmin Virb Elite is an action camera
capable of withstanding some serious abuse. But it’s also
a GPS – and more…
What is it? It’s an HD video camera that
can take 16-megapixel stills at the push of
a button, even while you’re shooting video.
It’s robust, waterproof, lightweight and it
has GPS and Wi-Fi connectivity. You can
overlay data from the compass, altimeter
and accelerometer onto your video, and the
Wi-Fi means you can operate it remotely via
your smart phone.
Why would you want it? Because you want
video footage and GPS data of your outdoor
exploits. Want to know how fast you were
surfing? How high you climbed? How
quickly you raced down that single track?
The Virb Elite’s got your back.
Verdict: The GPS is something that GoPro
cameras don’t have, and it’s awesome. It’s an
all-in-one device to capture every aspect of
your adventure.
R5 600 at Garmin

garmin.co.za

